Which greens mower has solid state ignition and is 10 ways new?

New Jacobsen Greens Mower with Space Age SSI (Solid State Ignition) completely eliminates cams and points. Fool proof integrated circuit provides a consistent, high intensity spark indefinitely. Heat and humidity never affect ignition. You get new dependability and longer engine life. SSI is warranted for 2 full years.

Here are 9 more new features which reduce maintenance and lessen downtime:

- Spring-Loaded Drop-Out Bed Knife
- Positive-Locked Transport Wheels
- Sealed Pawl-Driven Transport Wheels
- Improved Traction Roller Drive
- Heavy-Duty Clutch Control
- Improved Easy-Starting Carburetion
- High Efficiency Air Cleaner
- Improved Cutting Height Control
- Rigid Triangular Frame Construction

The greens mower on the left is the famous Jacobsen that's been used on more golf greens than any other greens mower in the world. On the right, our newest. It's 10 ways better. You can depend on it!

Jacobsen Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wisconsin
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improves so too must the receiver improve. Necessity for detail can bring the receiver costs from $150 to $500 using the same examples as the previous paragraph.

With cameras it is much the same story. Simple camera, taping and receiving are done on a 350 lines per inch principle. Here we are talking about $600 video taper, $150 receiver and $600 camera. As you progress, you go to a video taper of 650 lines capability, and a camera of 650 lines also. We then find we have a $4,450 video taper, a $500 receiver and a $1,000 camera.

Other costs enter the picture too as the quality improves. Lenses, tapes, microphones and even tripods increase in cost as you utilize the better equipment.

Finally, not all equipment is compatible to each other.

Sound complicated? Well it really isn’t if you will think of it in this manner. 1) Decide what you want to use your video tape for? 2) Then, call in the reps of the various companies and let them hear your needs. 3) Let each of them demonstrate or tell you what they have to serve your purpose. 4) Then you make the decision of what is best for you, or your club. 5) The final step, is to then rent a complete unit, with right to apply rentals to purchase, and try it to see if it serves your needs.

I am not setting myself up as an "expert" on video taping, and I may not even be recording the things which were told to us, but I am giving you one man’s opinion.

Video taping is here, color is coming day after tomorrow, and it is the training material of next week. Do investigate it, now.

A final thought: Though video tape can prove very expensive—especially if you would need the better equipment—your budget could be effectively stretched if such equipment were shared by the golf professional, course superintendent and manager.

Cooperation between these three could make a communications center at every club a reality.

HUNDREDS OF (PRE-OWNED)
CUSHMAN GOLFSTERS
(Other Makes Also Available)

THREE & FOUR WHEEL MODELS
GAS & ELECTRIC
PRICED LOW
$195.00-$825.00

Internally Reconditioned •
9.50 x 8 Tires • Steering Wheel or Tiller Bar Steering •
New Batteries & Chargers Included • Warranty

COMPARE these used CUSHMAN GOLFSTERS with any new car of any other make.

CHICAGOLAND CUSHMAN SALES, INC.
61 E. 23rd Street, Chicago Heights, Illinois Phone Area Code 312-928-5555 P.O. Box 428
Wherever golf is played . . .

Par Aide matched furniture makes the big difference in appearance and comfort. End frames are cast of high grade non-corrosive aluminum alloy. Back and seat slats are grade “A” treated redwood. Wide choice of end frame colors. High impact plastic covering on boards is optional.
EMERSON Continued from page 63

A. Housing, horseback riding, historical, archaeological, scenic or scientific sites; . . ."

The Maryland law which added Section 19 (e) to Article 81 of the Annotated Code of Maryland is similar in intent, but has one or two important differences.

"19 (e) (5) . . . The period covered by the agreement shall be at the option of the country club but shall be not less than ten (10) consecutive years and may be extended from time to time.

"(6) Lands covered by such agreement for purposes of assessment for state, county, special tax district and municipal taxes shall be reassessed by the state department of assessments and taxation on the basis of such use as a country club which said reassessment shall be made, and shall be effective as of the date . . ."

The California law, again is similar in intent, but somewhat different in content. Article 13, Sec. 2.6, reads:

"In assessing real property consisting of one parcel of 10 acres or more and used exclusively for non-profit golf course purposes for at least two successive years prior to the assessment, the assessor shall consider no factors other than those relative to such use. He may, however, take into consideration the existence of any mines, minerals and quarries in the property . . ."

Article 28, Sec. 1, reads, in part:

". . . The people further declare that assessment practices must be so designed as to permit the continued availability of open space lands for these purposes, and it is the intent of this article to so provide . . ."

And in Sec. 2 of the same Article 28:

". . . All assessors shall assess such open space lands on the basis only of such restriction and use . . ."

It is clear from the foregoing that, in exchange for tax consideration, the states involved want assurance that the golf course will continue to maintain their facilities for the purpose for which they are intended. This expectation is a fair and justifiable one.
The Greeks Had A Word For It

...so does Milbradt! From Alpha to Omega... that's the word from Milbradt! Alpha, shown above, is the very first commercial ride-on power mower ever used. It revolutionized the turf industry when Milbradt first introduced it in 1915. Now, 1968 sees Milbradt ready to do it again. The newest and latest, the very last word in mowing capability — the OMEGA of mowers will be introduced in San Francisco.

The new Milbradt OMEGA MOWER will re-revolutionize the turf industry with • Hydraulic lift wing reels • Cable-flex throwout clutch on each reel • A unique design that keeps reels' and bed knives at a constant preset cutting angle regardless of cutting height • Micro-adjusting bed knives • Independent reel speed and lift controls • Hydrostatic steering • A new concept in driver seating position.

The completely new Omega Mower will give maneuverability and allow storing in areas never before accessible. See both the ALPHA and OMEGA MOWERS on display at Milbradt booths 709 and 710 at the San Francisco Turfgrass Conference.

For Additional Information and Specifications Write To

Milbradt Manufacturing Co., Inc.

210 Arch Street • Janesville, Wisconsin 53548 • Phone 608/754-0022

For more information circle number 196 on card
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a means of providing frost free turf throughout the year. Also, spring green up will be earlier.

An evaluation of high temperature effects on annual bluegrass. (Poa annua L.)
J. A. Fischer, Master of Science Thesis. Michigan State University, pp. 1-42, (from the Department of Crop Science, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48823.)

The effects of high temperature on Poa annua were studied in a specially designed wind tunnel chamber. Wind speed in the chamber was 11.4 mph and the relative humidity approximately 100 per cent. The temperature treatments ranged from 98 to 112° F. with exposure times varying from ten minutes to twelve hours. Injury was evaluated by grass observations and a histological technique.

High temperature resulted in a systematic injury to the Poa annua plant tissue. Injury occurred first at the junction of the leaf sheath and the leaf blade of all affected leaves. The root crown tissue, the youngest leaf and the apical meristem, in that order, were the least susceptible to lethal high temperatures. Exposure to high temperature hastened aging of leaves. The order of cellular changes observed was protoplasmic granulation, protoplasmic coagulation, cell wall breakdown, and total cell collapse.

At any one temperature treatment the degree of kill increased proportionally with exposure time. Kill of Poa annua at 100 per cent relative humidity occurred after only one hour exposure to a temperature of 106° F.

Comments—Direct high temperature kill of Poa annua was observed to occur at surprisingly low temperatures. Temperatures of turfs in the 104 to 106° F. range occur under field conditions. Turf-
Rain Bird makes many more products for sprinkler systems than the familiar heads, you know.

Like our new RC-8 Rain-Clox electronic controller—the brain that tells the Birds when to water. Reliability is one of its most important features.

Here are more: Dual program—6 lawn stations, 2 shrub. 14-day cycle. Any station can be eliminated from a cycle before the regular day is due and you can water any individual station out of the cycle the same way. Two mountings: wall or pedestal.

This bird saves labor costs—and landscaping, because the amount of watering is not controlled by unskilled labor. And the Rain Clox is smartly styled—winner of industrial design awards.

Your Rain Bird distributor has more information.

Or write us: Rain Bird, Glendora, California 91740 (in the West); or Rainy Sprinkler Sales, Division L. R. Nelson Manufacturing Company Inc., 7719 N. Pioneer Lane, Peoria, Illinois (in the East and Midwest).
You could use this little fellow (and gal all in one!) to maintain your turfgrass...but we don't advise it, not if you like your job!

The fact is...earthworms alone can't do the job of maintaining your turfgrass area in tip-top shape. The only way you can be sure you are doing the best possible job is to use WEST POINT PRODUCTS turfgrass equipment...the BEST you can buy for fast, trouble-free turfgrass care and renovation. After all, WEST POINT has been designing and building the BEST for over twenty years!

Get the latest facts on how you can do a better job of maintaining your greens, tees, and fairways. Clip and mail this coupon for information on any (or all) of these quality WEST POINT grounds maintenance units:

WEST POINT PRODUCTS CORP. West Point, Penna. 19486

Please send facts on:

☐ AERIFYING (opens and loosens soil without disturbing the grass)
☐ CORING/CLEANING (core and clean in one operation)
☐ VERTICAL MOWING/THATCH REMOVAL (vertically mow, remove thatch, and clean area in one operation)
☐ TOP DRESSING (top dress soil surface, not the grass)
☐ MORE MAN-HOURS FOR LESS MONEY (the MINI-TRUCK® grounds maintenance personnel/cargo carrier vehicle puts wheels under your men, cuts maintenance costs, pays for itself in one year)
☐ ALL LITERATURE
☐ Please arrange for no-obligation demonstration

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY/COUNTY
STATE/ZIP

WEST POINT PRODUCTS CORP.
PHONE: (215) 699-4471 CABLE: WESPRO

See us at GCSA Show, San Francisco Hilton February 18-23, Booth 114-117
For more information circle number 166 on card
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men should recognize that it is the plant tissue temperature and not the air temperature that is critical. Actually, a high soil temperature is a more valid indicator of potential high temperature injury than high air temperatures.

These data suggest that high temperatures may cause a greater portion of the mid-summer death of Poa annua than has been thought in the past. Plants under a water deficit are more susceptible to low temperature kill. Proper water management, good air movement and a healthy turf are important factors that will increase the tolerance of turfgrasses to high temperature.

Early growth of annual and perennial ryegrass.


Two stages of early growth were observed for annual ryegrass (Lolium temulentum) and perennial ryegrass (L. perenne). The first stage encompasses the initial nine days following seeding when the growth rate is extremely rapid. Annual ryegrass had 90 per cent germination in 48 hours while perennial ryegrass had 80 per cent germination after four days at 68° F. The second state, which may be indicative of the rest of the growing season, is one of slower growth. Annual ryegrass had a larger root system and a higher respiration and photosynthetic rate.

Comments—This paper emphasizes the superior establishment vigor of the ryegrasses, with annual being more vigorous than perennial. The rapid establishment is valuable where a quick, temporary cover is desired. This attribute is desirable when planting on steep slopes having a high erosion probability and when conditions for germination are inadequate due to moisture stress.

An undesirable aspect of such rapid establishment is excessive competition to the more desirable, permanent species contained in the mixture. It can be especially det-
The
"non-
crabgrass
belt."

You can have one that's golf-course wide!

Balan pre-emergence herbicide gives you crabgrass control as effective as on this fairway strip. On all your fairways. Say goodbye to patchwork weed-control. Balan Granular's modest price lets you extend your herbicide program into areas you couldn't afford to treat 'til now. Clubhouse grounds, fairways—even the rough. Balan is performance-proven. Tested in the Eli Lilly-Elanco labs... at leading universities... on top golf courses. Turf professionals find its active ingredient turns more killing power loose on weed grasses, actually covers more ground per pound. Result? Thicker, more desirable turf that doesn't have to compete with crabgrass. A Balan program fits perfectly into the average-sized budget. Shouldn't you be considering such a program? Turn page for more details on long-lasting Balan.

ELANCO PRODUCTS COMPANY

I'd like to know more about Balan granular pre-emergence herbicide. Please send me complete technical information.

I'm interested in treating a total area of_____ acres.

I presently use a pre-emergence herbicide on_____ acres of fairway; on _____ acres of rough; on_____ acres of clubhouse grounds.

Name__________________________Title__________________________

Establishment__________________________

Address__________________________

City__________________________State__________________________Zip__________________________
Look how weatherproof Balan stays on the job.

It doesn’t let up.
This photo was taken after a full season of weed control. Crabgrass has virtually taken over the untreated area. “Browning out” adds to its unsightliness. Treated turf isn’t competing for sunlight, moisture, and nutrients. Balan Granular makes the difference.

Doesn’t let go.
Some herbicides, more soluble in water, leach away in 4 to 6 weeks. Late-germinating undesirables have a field day. But Balan adheres to soil particles, resists leaching even under excessive rainfall and irrigation. On northern (cool season) turfs, one application provides season-long control. And costs as little as $15 an acre. On southern (warm season) turfs, a heavier rate and a second application may be required because of the longer growing season.

Doesn’t let weeds get started.
Balan stops smooth crabgrass, hairy crabgrass, goosegrass (silver crabgrass), watergrass (barnyardgrass), yellow and green foxtail. It kills the seeds as they germinate. Balan offers a good safety margin. It will not injure these established turf grasses when used as directed: perennial bluegrasses, perennial ryegrass, fescue, centipede, St. Augustine, Bermuda, zoysia, and bahia grasses. You’ll like Balan’s easy-to-use granular form, too. And no wonder. It’s the turf herbicide formulated for professional use.

ELANCO PRODUCTS COMPANY • A Division of Eli Lilly and Company • Indianapolis, U.S.A.